
TABLES

C A R E I N S T R U C T I O N S





TIMELESS DESIGN

All our designs are intentionally timeless. They withstand trends and 

associate well with dierent styles, and they can be passed on from 

one home to the next, carrying over the stories of one lifetime into 

another. Our collections go back to the essence of what we believe is 

good design: pieces full of character, made from quality materials that 

ages beautifully. We love that solid wood evolves with the years as it 

carries the marks of the life that happens to it.

We create collections for every room of the house: from the furniture 

that denes the purpose of a space to the objects that layer it with 

meaning. Nothing excites us more than seeing how people love and 

use our products in the story of their life.

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Outstanding craftmanship is at the core of our brand, and behind the 

simplicity of our pieces lies a constant drive for innovation. 

Incorporating advanced techniques to our process of creation, each 

new design is revised and reworked to the last detail: every curve, 

texture and line reects our design values.

ABOUT US



CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WOOD 

The wooden items are varnished with a water-based topcoat to repel 

common substances and uids, such as coee, tea and wine. 

However, the protective coat is no foolproof guarantee against stains. 

In case of a spill, remove it immediately.

For regular dusting, use a dry cloth. For a 

more thorough cleaning, use furniture polish 

with a soft cloth.

GLASS & MIRROR 

Wipe the glass or mirror surface with a 

neutral glass cleaner and soft cloth.

METAL 

Dust regularly using a soft dry cloth. For a more thorough cleaning, use 

mild soap and warm water. Rinse with clean water and wipe dry.  

Do not use steel wool, sandpaper, 

mineral acid, bleach, or chlorine 

cleaners on metal surfaces.



Do not drag tables along the oor, as it might damage the protective 

coating, cause rusting or leave permanent marks on the oor. Always 

lift the furniture when moving them from place to place. 

Always ensure water and solutions do not come into contact with the 

furniture's metal base and the wooden oor, as it might leave 

permanent marks on the oor. Some wood species, such as oak, 

contain tannin, which causes the wood to react with metal and leave 

permanent stains.

TABLES WITH METAL BASE



www.ethnicraft.com

facebook.com/ethnicraft

instagram.com/ ethnicraft

pinterest.com/ ethnicraft

We create the foundations of your home, 
to inspire the stories of your life.
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